TEMPUS
by Bernie Mesa

TEMPUS
a clock like no other
No other exis ng clock resembles TEMPUS in
principle of opera on, simplicity of design or
appearance. It is a unique me instrument, in a class
of its own.

For more than eight hundred years through the
history of mechanical clocks, ar sans, inventors,
ar sts and scien st have made myriads of me
instruments, some just to display me, some as
ostenta ous show of wealth, some to entertain,
some as ornaments, some to serve science.
There are clocks that are simple, others are very
complicated with numerous func ons and displays,
others of ar s c and elegant design.
Yet, the principles of mechanical clock design
remain simple varia ons of the few basic designs
used for centuries. Usually the force that moves the
clock comes from a wound spring or from a weight,
this in turn, drives a pendulum or balance wheel
through an escapement mechanism.
In TEMPUS, the pendulum drives the clock. The
pendulum oscillates with exact amplitude and me. It
is kept in mo on by a small electric impulse. The
pendulum drives the clock by means of a Maltese
cross, which may be considered an escapement in
reverse; it advances the gear train and clock hands. A
simple and func onal design gives TEMPUS its
unique elegant appearance.

TEMPUS
the physicist clock
I teach a modern physics laboratory course at a
state university. In this course, the students
reproduce and analyze some of the deﬁning
experiments in the history of modern physics.

One of these experiments is a torsional pendulum
to measure the gravita onal constant, ﬁrst conceived
by the Bri sh scien st Henry Cavendish in 1798. It is
Cavendish gravity apparatus

said that this experiment measures the weight of the
earth. The pendulum consists of two spheres
connected by a rod suspended at the middle from a
long wire. A small impulse starts the pendulum
oscilla ng. Cavendish put two sta onary spheres
close to the pendulum, which made the pendulum
show a small deﬂec on towards them. Measuring
this deﬂec on, he calculated the gravita onal
constant which deﬁnes the weight of things on earth
as well as the mo ons of the planets and galaxies.

Modern Cavendish apparatus

Cavendish pendulum oscilla ons die down a er a
while limi ng the me available to make the
measurements. I modiﬁed the experiment with sets
of three spheres and adding a small electrical impulse
every cycle so the oscilla ons con nue indeﬁnitely.
The sta onary spheres gravita onal a rac on change
the pendulum frequency by a small amount. This
change in frequency instead of the pendulum
deﬂec on, is a basis for calcula ng the gravita onal
constant. The experiment can be extended for many
hours increasing the measurements precision.

My gravity laboratory apparatus

TEMPUS
the design
My version of the Cavendish gravity experiment
was the inspira on for designing an actual clock.
A pendulum in constant oscilla on is a basic ming
instrument. A clock needs a mechanism that changes
the cyclical pendulum mo on into a con nuous gear
rota on with the proper ra os to drive the minute and
hour hands.
The clock esthe c appearance comes from an
overall design that is simple, func onal and without
unnecessary ornaments.
I designed and built the clock in its en rety. I had to
take into considera on the technical and esthe c
aspects and also the capabili es of my small
workshop. It took many months of computer and shop
work, and many correc ons to come up with the
present model.
As shown on the photographs, the pendulum
consists of three brass spheres supported by arms
extending from a central column. On top of the
column is the gear mechanism that brings the
pendulum mo on to the clock dial. The clock
enclosure is a glass bell that provides protec on and
total visibility of the mechanism.
The three pads suppor ng the wood base are
adjustable to level the clock as shown by a bubble
indicator.
A so blue light around the dial rim may be turned
on as desired. TEMPUS means “ me” in La n.

TEMPUS
technical functions
The ﬁrst considera on is the oscilla on period. In
a conven onal clock, the oscilla on period depends
only on the hanging pendulum length, not its mass.
In a rotary pendulum the masses and their distance
from the center determine the period. Once the
period is deﬁned, the gears sizes and ra ons can be
calculated.
The TEMPUS pendulum weights 5 pounds, its
period is 4 seconds. A small electric pulse from a
ba ery keeps the pendulum oscilla on amplitude
constant and therefore the ming constant. Every
pendulum cycle advances the six petal Maltese cross
through a ratchet wheel.
There are four gears between the pendulum and
the clock dial, a worm and ma ng worm gear, an
intermediate spur gear and the minute hand gear.
The hands are driven through a clutch to allow
se ng the me. Between the minute and hour
hands is the standard 12 to 1 gear set. There are
eight gears and ﬁve sha s in total. The sha s are
mounted on miniature ball bearings form minimum
fric on.
The clock is 14 inches tall, 10 inches in diameter
and weights 15 pounds. It is accurate within a few
seconds per week. I am proceeding to build a small
batch of TEMPUS clocks which will be available for
sale. A video at: h ps://youtu.be/eETrfKfa118
shows the working clock.

